
Kill Our Sins (Hidden Norfolk #3) By J.M. Dalgliesh I thought the author did an excellent job
balancing these two critical aspects to the book – the mystery plot and the more personal aspects to
the story as a greater whole. There was a well-woven interesting and well paced murder mystery
plot but this is the first book where I felt genuinely interested and pleased with Tom’s character and
the growth/revelations that were shown to me as the reader. While in many ways a standard British
style of police procedural plot I thought there were enough turns in the storyline and plenty of depth
to the mystery of the victim to easily keep my attention. I found the working relationship between
Tom and Tamara to be a little easier and smoother in this book – the previous book in the series in
particular I had a lot of trouble with the fluctuating emotions and mixed signals so I was really
pleased to find this had all seemed to sort itself out. The plot and the personal relationship between
Tom and his girlfriend stand very well on their own in this book – and while I had no problems
sorting through the characters of the small police unit I do feel readers will gain a deeper
appreciation for their working relationship with the background in the previous stories. Dalgliesh
What would you do to keep your past a secret? When the mutilated remains of a woman are
retrieved by local fishermen it falls to DI Tom Janssen and his team to identify how she came to be in
the water and what put her there. But who has the most to lose and what else are they willing to
sacrifice in order to keep what they have? Is someone prepared to kill for their sins? Janssen must
reveal and catch a killer without a conscience before they strike again. Set within the mysterious
beauty of coastal Norfolk this fast-paced British detective novel is a dark murder mystery with
moments of humour and a touch of romance one that will keep you guessing until the very end when
the final shocking twist is revealed. Kill Our Sins is the third novel in a new series of thrillers from
Amazon number one bestselling crime writer JM Dalgliesh the author of the Dark Yorkshire books.
The medieval City of York is Caslins home town and the plot lines take in some of the UKs most
rugged and beautiful landscapes from the windswept North Sea coastline and across the stunning
North York Moors. Penned in the style of the Crime Noir genre Caslin is a deep character as flawed
as he is brilliant battling his own demons as much as those h Jason Dalgliesh was born on the south
coast of England and grew up in Hampshire UK. The medieval City of York is Caslin's home town
and the plot lines take in some of the UK's most rugged and beautiful landscapes from the
windswept North Sea coastline and across the stunning North York Moors.

This series has reached the point where the personal lives of the detectives have become as
interesting as the cases they are working on J, Dalgliesh Great Book!I have read all of J M DLgliesh’s
books, Dalgliesh DI Tom Janssen was spending a rare day off with Alice and her eight-year-old
daughter when he received a call from DCI Tamara Greave: They had found a body partially
submerged in the local Norfolk waterways and she needed him to assist, As the investigation moved
forward.

There were many links but not a lot of evidence, Wellesley House an old and now run-down
children’s home became part of the picture and the past beckoned with its insinuations and horrors,
Tom and Tamara knew they had to solve this mystery quickly as the killer had no compunction at
removing people who were in the way. Dalgliesh and it was every bit as good as the first two: In the
dark beauty of a surrounding coastal Norfolk many things could and did happen; the author sets the
story well paints vivid word pictures and plants plenty of twists. My only criticism is the raft of typos
and editing errors in my copy – a good editor would have fixed this, Dalgliesh Kill Our Sins was the
first JM Dalgliesh novel that I’ve not enjoyed, The plot was uninteresting the pace slow and all but
the regular characters dull. The best part of it was the ongoing saga of the relationships involving
the two principals, Dalgliesh has written so many gripping detective stories I shall move on to
Hidden Norfolk #4 soon knowing that this was just a blip, Author of The Blue Pencil Liberating
Belsen Two Families at War and The Summer of ‘39 all published by Sacristy Press, Dalgliesh The
third book in the Hidden Norfolk Murder Mystery series is another winner with me. There are plenty
of characters to keep the police team (and the reader) guessing who did what: That’s just how I



prefer mysteries- no obvious murderer in the first chapter for me. If you like to think about the
puzzle and maybe get surprised a time or two along the way this one will please you. I am very
pleased to be able to recommend it to mystery lovers: Dalgliesh This for me was better than the first
two books as we are now getting more about the Detectives lives making them far more interesting:
Dalgliesh This is the third book in the “Hidden Norfolk” series featuring DI Tom Janssen and DCI
Tamara Greave and I found it to be a solid addition. I was very pleased not just with the plot of the
mystery itself but that this time I felt there was significant growth in Tom’s character: We learn a bit
about his past and there was a good amount of time spent showing the conflict and growth in Tom’s
personal relationship with his girlfriend. The book not only felt well balanced but as a result very
satisfying: The mystery was one I personally found quite interesting – the murder of a woman with
deep secrets hidden in her past and a delightfully complicated history. While I do feel readers can
pick up this book and enjoy reading it as a stand alone story there are two previous installments in
the series. I feel readers will find a deeper appreciation for the working cohesion between the police
team unit if they’ve read the two prior stories though this isn’t strictly necessary. An excellent read
this British police procedural style story is a good book with complex characters a delightfully
twisting plot and plenty of personal growth in the characters, Dalgliesh The best of the Hidden
Norfolk murder mystery series: The plot keeps you guessing until the end which is one of the things
I look for in a detective series. Joined on the case by his new permanent boss DCI Tamara Greave it
remains to be proven if the woman's death was as a result of foul play or a tragic accident: The
victim carried no means of identification was poorly dressed for the winter and horribly disfigured
when pulled from the water, As the case progresses old ghosts return to haunt those living in the
present, Matters thought settled a long time ago face intense scrutiny, When childhood friends begin
to question one another suddenly the long forgotten past comes to the fore. No matter how much
time passes nor how deep you bury them your sins will always return to haunt you: Perfect for fans
of LJ Ross JD Kirk Angela Marsons Joy Ellis and Damien Boyd: Kill Our Sins (Hidden Norfolk #3)

Jason Dalgliesh was born on the south coast of England and grew up in Hampshire UK, He has
worked in the power transmission industry the retail sector call centres and as a night owl in a
bakery: His greatest challenge of all is ongoing as a stay at home parent. He is presently writing the
Dark Yorkshire crime series featuring DI Nathaniel Caslin. He has worked in the power transmission
industry the retail sector call centres and as a night owl in a bakery, His greatest challenge of all is
ongoing as a stay at home parent: He is presently writing the Dark Yorkshire crime series featuring
DI Nathaniel Caslin: Penned in the style of the Crime Noir genre Caslin is a deep character as flawed
as he is brilliant battling his own demons as much as those he is pitted against: Readers who enjoy
gritty atmospheric thrillers will find the series a must read: Having spent time abroad Jason has
lived and worked in various parts of England as well as the Scottish Highlands. He currently resides
in the East Riding with his wife and two young children.M. They have all been good. The characters
are well written and likable. The mysteries keep you guessing until the end. I highly recommend this
book and this author. J.M.Kill Our Sins is the 3rd in Hidden Norfolk series by J.M. A great read apart
from that and one I recommend. I’m looking forward to #4. J.M. Dalgliesh Another very good read
by this author. J.M.David Lowther. J.M. Dalgliesh As always superb! J.M.I received this book as an
ARC. J.M. looking forward to book 4 J.M. I thoroughly enjoyed this. Recommended. J.M. The
character arcs are continuing and filling in. I received this book as an ARC. Great job J M Dalgliesh.



J.M. attention that some hoped would never come to pass. The misadventure of youth can have grave
consequences.The novels are set in Yorkshire England.The novels are set in Yorkshire England.You
can reach him via his website at {site_link} www.jmdalgliesh.comYou can also follow him on social
media; {site_link} facebook.com/jmdalglieshauthor {site_link} twitter.com/darkyorkshire
{site_link}.


